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Empowering Women, Transforming Lives
Thursday at 11 AM Pacific
November 29th 2018:Empowering YOU, Transforming Lives!
- 3rd in Special Interview Series
Join Rebecca Hall Gruyter (RHGTVNetwork.com &
YourPurposeDrivenPractice.com) for our special Empowering
You, Transforming Lives! interview series. Rebecca will be
talking with and highlighting our co-authors of this powerful
anthology: Marlene Elizabeth (Certified Money Coach), Syndee
Hendricks (Imagine More Success podcast), Pastor Nicolas
Pacheco (pastor and life coach), and Olivia Parr-Rud (Love @
Work). You’ll get an inside peek as the authors share special
highlights from our soon-to-be released book! This daily
inspiration will help you in the coming year to live on purpose
and with grea
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Marlene Elizabeth
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Marlene Elizabeth sees life differently. When her 9-5 circle wondered why she didn't
choose an easier path, she viewed her dream of being a stay at home and starting her
own business as the easier path. Eventually, she started healing her unhealthy
relationship to money so that her daughter could learn to see finances differently. The
more she learned about this thing called money, the more she realized that seeing
money differently is what helped her finally start unfolding her financial potential. Today,
Marlene is a Certified Money Coach, Mama-preneur, Founder of MONEYWINGS™,
bestselling author, and podcast host Let's Get Tender: Money Conversations that
Matter. She equips women wit
Read more

Syndee Hendricks
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Syndee led multi-million dollar divisions of the nation’s top retailers to record-breading
performance and revenues, winning awards year after year. In record time, she
provides valuable insight, inspiration, and action plans that catapult her clients from
struggling to thriving in her international coaching/consulting practice. Working
internationally and in nearly half of the US has given Syndee a vast understanding of
the challenges and opportunities that exist for individual business from rural to large
cities in many sizes and types of organizations and cultures. An Award winning
presenter, New York award winning and Amazon #1 Best Selling author and
philanthropist, Syndee’s projects
Read more

Pastor Nicolas Pacheco
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Nicolas C Pacheco is a church planter in the San Francisco, CA Bay Area. He is a
graduate of the Gateway Seminary, formerly known as Golden Gate Baptist
Theological Seminary. He is a PREPARE & ENRICH facilitator, and founder of
“Destruyendo Barreras”, a marriage restoration ministry. He is also a certified coach,
teacher, and speaker for the John Maxwell Team. Pastor Pacheco is also a certified Life
Coach, Life Impact LLC. As of 2017 Pastor Pacheco was recruited to teach at California
Crosspoint Academy; he teaches both middle and high school students Spanish and
Bible Studies. Also, in 2017 he began coaching at Cardinal Education. He currently
serves as director of the Hispanic extension of
Read more

Olivia Parr-Rud
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Olivia is a global thought leader, data scientist, and award-winning and best-selling
author. Her unique approach to business success draws on her passion for data
science, holistic leadership, and personal growth through a blending of left and right
brain perspectives. Her latest research unveils the relationship between loving
behavior (i.e. compassion, connection, and caring) and long-term corporate profits.
Her success with Data Mining Cookbook inspired her research in the areas the
communication, collaboration, and leadership – highlighted in her second book,
Business Intelligence Success Factors. In her 4th book, LOVE@WORK, The Essential
Guide to a Life of Inspired Purpose, Olivia shar
Read more
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